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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10406-10311
Received from Charles Beck, HSCA Staff, on
6 July 1976

Luisa Carralero Calderon

1. MEXI 3205, DIR 28865
2. HMM-6913 - INTEL RPT
3. HMM-6966 INTEL RPT
4. [Error: Text is not legible]
5. Contact reports by LITAMIR-7 & LITAMIR-9 on Subject
6. UFSA - 10095, 22 July 1963
7. LITAMIR contact report for 17 July 1963
8. 01 July 63, HMM 21849
9. HMM 8153, INTEL RPT
10. MEXI 7371
11. MEXI 7069 (EN 68376)
12. MEXI 7078 (EN 69127)
13. 031555 - TIME DATE LINE ON CABLE

14. [Error: Text is not legible]
15. Office of Personnel, Office of Security, operational and project files on Luisa Carralero
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